Dr. Dinwiddie

But your quick time is over. I mean no ill-nature in it. I neither desire the name of
different times. Ten days in Litchfield, a
many in Newry, & I have in quick time ed eden,
and again to see the friends. I write, I understand you have got into Saugus than New
yet, and it is ten days since I have been in
from you.... I may, if you are not here, I
shall not be able to keep your head above wa-
nor my own either, as far as it connected with
your's. Come then and help me to leave, as we
as you can. The light-headedness of your may
serve as a counterpoise to any closeness intending
that seems may frustrate. Seriously speaking,
I wish you were here. The successes of some of
Mathematical Pupils are beginning to promise.
If something is not done in that place before
I fear it's quiet will help. I must see Mr. Dows
as busy reading for Ed. Examinations, that seem not
ask him to do anything yet you. And now, Exami-
nations are over, I shall return yours here enough the
If you have seen Mr. Jackson, he could tell you
you have no letter for me at Walshes. I
called there since he went to the country, and
he did so. The answer was—no letter.
You have no intention to stop at New-
York, or any where else on this side New-
york. If you are, I shall be at loss for further excuses
for my friends. My last complaint is severe.
You may let Mr. Doctor know that Mrs.
Stevens is quite well, and advancing most com-
fortably in that state of w. she believed her
Cough a symptom. I would write to myself
but have not time at present. I will yet
perhaps. Farewell! Believe me,

Yours very sincerely

2. Nov. 1700

A. Heron

The Bed & Chairs will
be ready for you.
Dr. Sir,

My transcribing ye. act. I inclose, I made two gas. In Johnston's and Pattison's act. I gave you credit for six, whereas it sh. have been but five. ga. each. You are then the over.

[Text is difficult to decipher due to handwriting]...

...The rest I hope you will find right. When ye. pupils were whole time at Geo. I have for Regi

...ty's sake, sumpt them you see in some place. That your O. O. may not come among you on a future day I inclose it also to you.

Yours

Lambri,